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Farooq Adam is an alumni of IIT Bombay where he did his B.Tech and

M.Tech in Civil engineering. 

He worked at Opera Solutions for over 8 years prior to Founding

Fynd!India's largest omnichannel platform helping retail businesses

accelerate growth. Request a demo today!

Fynd has been operating successful since 2012,with Farooq leading the

charge to it's success.

Fynd is India's largest omnichannel platform helping retail businesses

accelerate growth. A one-stop solution reducing the complexities of

adding new brands, channels, store locations, fulfillment centers, and

more. 
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Founded by Farooq Adam, Harsh Shah, and Sreeraman MG

in 2012. The company is headquartered in Mumbai and

currently employs 250+ spread across design, engineering,

data science, operations and sales. 

Trusted by over 600 brands and 10,000 stores. Integrate now

to grow and manage multiple sales channels seamlessly.

Features include: Product Cataloging, Centralized Inventory,

Multiple Sales Channels, Order Management, Marketing

Campaigns, and Easy Payments. Sales Channels: Fynd.com,

Fynd Store, 

Brand Website, Uniket and Third-Party Marketplaces

(Myntra, Amazon, Flipkart, Tata CLiQ, Ajio). COGNITIVE

RETAIL PRODUCTS Leveraging Artificial Intelligence and

Machine Learning, Fynd delivers self-serving, scalable

cognitive solutions that empower users. Integrate tailored

solutions for your website, app or retail spaces. 
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How would you say a seller signing up on

Amazon vs. Fynd differs in the reach it has?

When a retailer signs up with us, we integrate all

their stores and warehouse into a unified feed that

then surfaces on Fynd.com, other marketplaces,

their own web store, Google PLA, FB Marketplace

etc.

Few learnings I had are:

Invest in founders and their abilities only.

Companies are a reflection of what the founders

know and can build

Don’t waste founders time. I strive to give a

decision whether to invest or not in 24 hours

after the first call. I have been on the receiving

end of this and cognitive load of waiting to hear

back is very destructive

1.

Don’t give away advisory equity. This is not a thing.

You will quickly outgrow your advisors

Can you share a few learnings from helping

First Cheque and investing in the Indian

ecosystem?
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Local retail stores in metro centres are evolving quite

fast. Most of them have started taking order on

WhatsApp, tied up with Dunzo/Swiggy. Some are

being signed by JioMart to modernise themselves.

Kirana stores are on a very aggressive modernisation

path.

What you think about future of local retail

stores in india?

Will they adopt Omni channel retail?

What made you identify the O2O niche and

pivot towards it at Fynd?

When we started building in 2012, our basic premise

was quite simple - store have products that are sold

only people walk-in. Data exists in POS/ERP system

on where the products are spread across the stores

of a retailers. They were under utilising this data and

we started building Shopsense an in-store try and

buy product before pivoting to Fynd. 

What are your views about funds focused

around students?

Love it. I was at Penn when DRF started. It was an

amazing idea. I do think it'll happen in India too.

We will look at exceptional people from all

backgrounds incl college students starting up.

http://fynd.com/
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All of the founders at Fynd didn't come from

a fashion background. I am also running a

fashion tech startup but don't come from

fashion background. Any particular

concepts/insights you feel we should be

aware of?

We always considered ourselves as a Tech and Data

company over a Fashion Tech company. We learned

everything in Fashion by working closely with our

fashion retailer clients. An advise I got very early on

was “Listen very carefully to your clients, they are

telling their pain constantly”. 

What was the most low point in your startup

journey? What kept you going then?

During our pivot in 2014-15 I lost the whole

engineering team to other hyper funded startups in

Powai Valley. We had paying clients but no talent to

serve them. I just kept my head down and continued

doing what was required. We got to do what we got

to do. 

If you could time travel back to day 1 of Fynd,

& share 3 key lessons with your former self to

save yourself mistakes & heartbreak. What

would you tell yourself ?

Don’t do hardware

Don’t sell software service, sell outcomes

Always hire more engineers then you have

estimated

do you think big retailers like Reliance who

have cornered most of the market pose a

threat to other smaller players..?

Modern retail is less than 10% of the total Indian

Retail. Huge headroom exists for all.

What are your thoughts on box services like

stitchfix from an Indian perspective?

Seems like it should work. Not sure why isn’t taking

off yet. 

I understand that retail also deals with other

businesses for their inventory. How do you

deal with customers asking for certain

changes or innovations that are not part of

your inventory?

We build our integration stack to cater to as many

systems as possible. Once in a while we do get

something novel, then we do need to a custom

integration.

I went through tons of blogs on early days of

fynd today. Had a few doubts: When you guys

went from 10k-100k & then 100k-1M, what was

your day 60 user retention rate like?

Also, in all blogs it's mentioned user, but is it 1M

downloads or 1M people who ordered atleast once?

Also, what was your CAC like in 10k-100k user

journey? (We are at currently 10k & would love to be

at 100k at the speed fynd did)

D60 would have been around 10-15%. Ours is not a

DAU App and we could reactivate any cohort with

the right offer. Our main focus was to get them to

signup and we would eventually get them to

transact.
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 What are some interesting and surprising

consumer behaviors Insights you got to know?

People will go to great lengths to get things for free.

If there is a loop-hole in your campaigns, it will get

exploited at scale.

What do you think about the role of

augmented reality in fashion? Fad or will it

really changing the retail shopping

experience?

We have been investing in AR for Fashion since 2013.

It’s a future everyone envisions but the stars don’t

seem to be aligning. We recently launched

GlamAR.io for beauty brands, take a look at that.

What one change you want to bring over night

in startup ecosystem?

No GST, no equalisation levies etc.

Honest Answer: Male, 25-30, looking for 1k

products at 60% off. 

1.

How would you define the end user persona

for fynd (those purchasing the items)?

How did you go about acquiring your first 10

customers and how did the approach change

later?

The first 10 retailers were acquired the good old of

way of getting intros, cold mail, LinkedIn requests.

Our first client was acquired by walking into their

store on a rainy day. After our 100 odd retailers, other

retailers reached out and things became more

inbound.

Things I look for when hiring:

Do they have a self learning attitude. Work will

evolve and the person should be comfortable with

the evolution

Do they have a long term view of things

How should entrepreneurs deal with imposter

syndrome and the highs and lows of business?

Entrepreneurship is a constant lonely battle. My

advise is build a trust network with fellow founders

where you can be candid. Also remember, no one

knows what the future is, everyone is guessing. 

How has the reception to your AR and AI

initiatives been? Is there something exciting

in the pipeline you could tell us about?

GlamAR is getting a lot of traction. We are building a

data platform that we are excited about. It’s a

comprehensive version of wb.fynd.com, check it out

I am a start-up enthusiast with engineering

background. I have some ideas but not sure

how to execute it as I am not holding required

skills for successful execution but definitely

can be a driver to run a team of skillful people.

If you're serious about a tech startup, you don't need

an MBA today. The best idea I have for you is to go

work for a startup. You'll get to make the mistakes,

and learn everything for some time before you jump

out on your own.

How do you see the retail tech landscape in

the next 5-10 years?

100% of all stores will be listed online to enable

buying, browsing, video assists etc.

Newer discovery surfaces will evolve. Everything will

be personalised and will be constantly targeted. 

What makes fynd different from other

shopping apps?

Take it for a spin and let me know. The products you

will buy are shipped from stores in malls and high

street

http://glamar.io/
http://wb.fynd.com/

